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A walk for peace and unity 

This is an event to create solidarity among community organizers & to send a message for peace to the streets. 

The Black Berets por la Justicia were started in the 1960’s in East San Jose California, our original purpose was to protect 

the rights of the Chicano people and to provide security for the people in marches, protests and ceremonies.  

Today the San Jose Black Berets por la Justicia are more like a spiritual warrior society than an organization, we are not a 

hierarchy, we are a tribe made up of women, men and children of all ages trying to make the necessary sacrifices to 

create positive change for the Indigenous people and their allies, Chicanos are Indigenous.  

We do not drink or do drugs and we strive to be an example of a true warrior. This means having integrity, being helpful 

whenever we can and showing respect for ourselves as well as others. Ceremony is what ties us together as a family and 

keeps us grounded to what is really important, we give thanks to our creator and know that we do not inherit the earth 

we borrow it from our children, this is why we must fight and struggle for peace and justice. 

The spiritual peace walk Saturday, March 23 2013 

This event is going to be a spiritual peace walk continuing our four directions ceremonies through San Jose; these are 

events we organize twice a year in March and August. We are walking in a good way to honor and hopefully bring some 

peace to those that have died through colonization and all of the resulting traumas that afflict our people including gang 

violence, alcoholism, violence against women and more. We believe in the power of the people to create positive and 

lasting change, this is why we call for unity and dialogue against violence across all nationalities and cultures. 

We will begin with a sunrise ceremony (6 a.m.) at Lincoln High School site of the first Barrios Unidos conference during 

which we will have an opening prayer by a youth and an elder, a woman and man. The purpose of the sunrise ceremony 

is to focus our intent and prayer for peace, following the ceremony we will gather up for the walk. We plan on arriving at 

Mexican Heritage Plaza around noon where we will end the walk with a sacred pipe ceremony and some Mexica (Aztec) 

dance performed by Calpulli Tonalequeh.  We will end the event with some speakers and performers during which we 

will provide food and refreshments; we hope to finish by 2 p.m. 

Start 6 a.m. Lincoln High School: 555 Dana Ave. San Jose, CA 95126 

End 12 noon Mexican Heritage Plaza: 1700 Alum Rock Ave San Jose, CA 95116 

 

Note to editor:  This spiritual peace walk is being organized in conjunction with Barrios Unidos  

The California Coalition of Barrios Unidos began as a community based peace movement in the violent streets of urban 

California in 1977. Incorporated as a non-profit organization in 1993 http://www.barriosunidos.net 
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